“Academic Hotel”

Dear participants of the 12th International Platinum Symposium,

We have a special, econom-class offer for accommodation. A small "Academic" Hotel is situated in the Yekaterinburg outskirts, 40 minutes by bus. It belongs to the Ural Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences. There are only 25 beds at this Hotel. The price for the small double room is close to 600 Rubles, for the Standard double room is close to 900 Rubles, for the single room is close to 600 Rubles, for the Luxury room is close to 1400 Rubles. For booking of these rooms, please e-mail your request directly to Irina Gottman gottman@igg.uran.ru. Each morning you may use a Conference Shuttle for approaching to the Conference Hall. Participants are responsible for their own transportation at all other times using city transport or Taxi.